We ease the design of collaborative business processes respecting desired business goals by the composition algorithm presented in this paper. The composition of multiple parties' business processes is always done with a specific objective in mind. Not only in the positive case, but also if the objective of a business process can not be fulfilled, all participating business processes need to be in some expected recovery state.
Introduction
A service-oriented environment consists of a set of Web services distributed in an electronic network. We understand Web services to abstract a company's IT systems.
Web service technology, namely WSDL, 1 provides a standardized way to represent acceptable operations for electronic communication with a business partner's IT systems.
In a realistic setting, the IT system interface of a company consists of a set of Web service operations. For simplicity, we assume that these operations are grouped into one single Web service definition. The Web service operations have to be communicated with in a specific way according to the internal business process of the company. The business process can be understood as a behavioral description of the Web service. It can be formulated in a standard way by using a workflow language, such as WSBPEL, 2 UML activity diagrams [3] , or an extension of SAWSDL. 3 The target of this work is to automatically generate an execution plan for the collaborative business process of multiple business partners based on their individual business processes. We refer to the execution plan as an orchestration of the individual Web services. After defining a mathematical model of business processes and orchestrations in Sect. 2, we describe our composition system in Sect. 3 . Section 4 illustrates the working of the composition system and shows the execution of an exemplary orchestration. Section 5 concludes.
Mathematical model
In this section, we provide the mathematical models of Web services and orchestrations. Figure 1 shows the information artifacts involved and their relation to entities of our mathematical model. For the representation of executions, we use the ASM theory [1] .
Web services
For us, a Web service is defined via a set of possible input and output messages, referred to as input and output variables (IN and OUT), a set of states (S), and a state transition function (ST). Please note that the Web service def- inition includes business process information by the state transition function. We currently restrict ST to a bipartite, directed tree. Bipartite means that input and output transitions alternate. Multiple input transitions leaving the same state model a user-determined decision. Multiple output transitions model service behavior out of the user's sphere of influence. We refer to this as non-deterministic behavior. 
Each state of a Web service definition is annotated by exactly one term of the taxonomy shown in Fig. 3 . We refuse business logic encoded into Web service behavior. Messages whose content influences subsequent Web service behavior must be classified into different variables. We are hence only interested in a variable's status rather than its value and introduce the varState function.
varState :
We now define the execution of Web services. As denoted in Fig. 1 
Based on the Web service state and variable assignment definitions, we now define a concrete communication as a copy rule.
The following is an example for a copy rule stating to copy the value of CustomerID from the User to the Head Quarter Web service when all Web services are in their initial state and the User Web service has started (see Fig. 2 ).
As denoted, the execution of a set of copy rules corresponds to changing the states of the variables involved. 
Orchestration
In the former sections, we have presented mathematical models for Web services representing business processes and for communications between Web services. We call the alternating invocation of the different abstract state machines the orchestration of the respective set of Web services. The copy rules executed by the COPY machine are the output of our composer which will be discussed in Sect. 3.
Service-oriented architecture
For the purpose of business to business (B2B) integration, the service-oriented architecture (SOA) has evolved. It includes the Web service description standard WSDL. WSDL can be used to define one-way, notification, requestresponse and solicit-response operations and their communicated data structures. The extension SAWSDL can be used to attach business-process-related state information to the operations. Thus, we can easily convert a SAWSDL business process to our internal Web service model. Due to the space limitation, we do not detail this transformation here. Figure 4 shows the architecture of our composition system. In the environment of a service-oriented architecture, the inputs to the composition system would be the SAWSDL files, an annotation of the states with their respective concept of the state taxonomy as well as the allowed variable assignments. The transform blocks in the picture convert the inputs to the internal representations described in the former section. We do not detail the real-world representation of variable assignments, because there is no standard for this to our knowledge. In the following, we walk through the remaining components of our composition system.
Composition system

Repository
The central element of our algorithm is a repository to store the set of Web services to be composed. The repository assigns a unique ID to each Web service contained. A repository should only include a single initiator. An initiator is a Web service whose first action is sending an output message. Figure 2 shows a set of Web services that make up an exemplary repository. The User Web service acts as initiator.
Repository := 2 
Define composition goal
The correctness of a composition can be defined based on the states that all participating Web services can potentially reach in the end of the execution of the orchestration. Such a set of states is called Goal. We differentiate between primary goals (PrimGoal) and recovery goals (RecGoal). Both types of goals are used to describe the requirements of a correct orchestration (CompGoal). We define an orchestration to be correct if and only if it has the following properties.
• Each execution results in a system state that is part of the composition goal.
• There must be a theoretic execution the leads to a system state defined as one of the primary goals. By this definition, we ensure transactionality of the Web services. One thus has the possibility to specify that either all Web services have to reach a successful state or no Web service must reach a successful state. For our student transfer example it would be bad if the Old School successfully unregistered a student, but the New School failed in registering the student. We illustrate the goal definition by giving possible primary and recovery goals for the Web services of our example repository in Table 1 .
Composer
This section describes the composition algorithm in detail by a set of ASMs. Each ASM represents a module of The ASM starting the composition is called REACHCOMPGOAL. The purpose of the REACHCOMPGOAL machine is to initialize our composition algorithm. First, is identifies possible Web service executions (CALCVARIANTS) and hands them over to REACHGOAL. Second, it defines that the composition can only be successful if at least one primary goal can be achieved by providing the primary goals as the second parameter of REACHGOAL. It also ensures that every possible execution of the resulting copy rules ends in one of the composition goals (CompGoal) by assigning allowedGoals as the fourth parameter of REACHGOAL. A more detailed examination of the parameters of REACHGOAL follows in the next section. If it is not possible to generate a correct orchestration for any of the primary goals, the result is the empty set. Third, since REACHGOAL is invoked recursively for some kind of simulation that is introduced later on, we need to keep track of the current state of the simulation and thus introduce the simulation state.
SimState := 2
WSState
The computation is started by calling REACHGOAL with the initial states of all Web services as a starting point (initialSs).
return copyRules in let pgs = primaryGoals(cg), initialSs = { wsId → s : wsId ∈ ids(pg), pg ∈ pgs, s = s wsId init } allowedGoals = primaryGoals(cg) ∪ recoveryGoals(cg) vnts = goals ∈ allowedGoals CALCVARIANTS(goals) in ( fail, copyRules ) := REACHGOAL(vnts, pgs, initialSs, allowedGoals, A)
3.3.2. Computing correct orchestrations. For one variant, the creation of copy rules can be achieved by our core composition algorithm (REACHVARIANT) which is explained in the following section. The copy rules created by REACHVARIANT ensure that the given goal can be reached in this variant. Due to potential non-deterministic behavior of the participating Web services, it may happen that the execution of the orchestration leaves one of the Web services' path along the variant, or even leave the path to its final state that is part of the defined goal. The result of our composition has to ensure that in such a case an alternative path is taken that leads to any other desired final state. This is ensured by VERIFYING. With this high-level understanding, we first go in detail through the implementation of REACHGOAL. Second, we explain VERIFYING and third, we detail the simulation of the created copy rules that is part of VERIFYING. Reach goal. The aim of REACHGOAL is to return copy rules ensuring a correct orchestration for at least one of the given goals only considering the given variants (vnts). For this, it first identifies all variants (goalVnt) that lead to the goals (CALCVARIANTS). Second, it tries to compose each of the variants (REACHVARIANT). This results in some copy rules (regCopyRules). Third, the algorithm creates copy rules (altCopyRules) for each non-deterministic branch in the theoretic execution of regCopyRules (VERIFYING). The created copy rules either provide a correct orchestration of that branch, or VERIFYING fails (altFail). If a correct orchestration could be generated for at least one variant in the end, the corresponding copy rules (oneVariantCopyRules) are finally returned.
REACHGOAL(vnts ⊆ Variant, mandatGoals ⊆ Goal, ss ∈ SimState, allowedGoals ⊆ Goal, A ⊆ VarAss) ≡ return ( fail, copyRules ) in if mandatGoals = ∅ then fail := false par copyRules := ∅ else step fail := true par copyRules := ∅ par variantCopyRules := ∅ step do forall goalVnt ∈ PICKVARIANTS(vnts, ss, mandatGoals) step ( regFail, regCopyRules ) := REACHVARIANT(goalVnt, finState(goalVnt), A) step if not regFail then step ( altFail, altCopyRules ) := VERIFYING(vnts, goalVnt, regCopyRules, ss, allowedGoals, A) step if not altFail then fail := false variantCopyRules := variantCopyRules ∪ { filterRules(regCopyRules, altCopyRules) } step if variantCopyRules = ∅ then choose oneVariantCopyRules ∈ variantCopyRules copyRules := oneVariantCopyRules where
Verifying. Through REACHVARIANT in REACHGOAL, we ensure that a composition can be generated that steers the execution along the specific variant. However, this path of execution may depend on the non-deterministic behavior of other Web services that cause a deviation from this path. For this case, VERIFYING ensures that there exists a successful composition for each non-deterministically deviating path. The result of VERIFYING is either the set of copy rules that ensure the successful composition, or a notification of failure if no successful composition exists for all non-deterministic deviations. We now go in detail through the ASM VERIFYING. First, we simulate the execution of the given copy rules (cr) starting from the given state ss (NEXTNONDETOPTIONS). The simulation stops at the first point of non-determinism and returns all different, non-deterministic options that can occur at the current point of execution (options). Our objective implies that there must be a successful composition for each of the options. Since each option may be reached through different variants (optionVnts), we need to ensure that there exists a successful composition for at least one of the variants for each option (optionVnt). This exactly is the objective of the ASM REACHGOAL. In contrast to the initial call of REACHGOAL, we now only care that one of our allowedGoals can be reached. We therefore provide allowedGoals as second and fourth parameter of REACHGOAL. Also, we want to restrict the variants to be considered by REACHGOAL to the variants relevant for the current option (optionVnts). Finally, we provide the current state (ss) as the starting state for REACHGOAL.
In the case that REACHGOAL was successful, we collect the copy rules generated (optionCopyRules) in the return variable copyRules. The verifying is done when the simulation stagnates (oldss = ss) or the generation of alternative copy rules fails (globalFail). Stagnation may happen when simulation reached an allowedGoal. In this case, we return the collected copyRules. In every other case of stagnation and in any case of failure, we return an empty set of copyRules and a failure notification (fail).
VERIFYING(vnts ⊆ Variant, vnt ∈ Variant, cr ⊆ CopyRule, ss ∈ SimState, allowedGoals ⊆ Goal, A ⊆ VarAss) ≡ return ( fail, copyRules ) in step oldss := ∅ globalFail := false step while oldss = ss and not globalFail do step oldss := ss ( ss, options ) := NEXTNONDETOPTIONS(vnts, vnt, cr, ss) step if oldss = ss then do forall option ∈ options step optionVnts := PICKVARIANTS(vnts, option, allowedGoals) step if optionVnts = ∅ then globalFail := true else step ( optionUncomposable, optionCopyRules ) := REACHGOAL(optionVnts, allowedGoals, option, allowedGoals, A) step copyRules := copyRules ∪ optionCopyRules if optionUncomposable then globalFail := true step if not globalFail and ss ∈ allowedGoals then fail := false else fail := true copyRules := ∅ 3.3.3. Core composition algorithm overview. In this section, we give a high-level explanation of our core composition algorithm. Our core composition algorithm works iteratively from the final states of each Web service to their initial states. Therefore, we need to keep track of the current state of the backchaining and thus introduce the planning state (PlState).
PlState := 2
WSState×{ IN,OUT }
The composition algorithm takes the following inputs.
• A variant of the possible Web service executions, i. e. a specific execution path for each participating Web service.
• An initial planning state, derived from the given goal.
• A set of possible variable assignments.
The general idea of the composition is to create copy rules for matching outputs and inputs of different Web services in the current planning state (ps) and to add them to the set copyRules (CREATECOPYRULE). After this has been done, the planning state will proceed toward the initial states of the Web services (CREATENEWPLANNINGSTATE) and the algorithm reiterates. The composition of a variant is aborted if no valid composition could be achieved (fail), the planning state consists of only initial states (done) or the composition came to a dead end, i. e., the planning state remained the same for two iterations. The latter case may occur if not all output variables of a service are consumed by other services. During composition, such a Web service's planning state will not proceed any further toward its initial state.
For the creation of the copy rules in the current planning state as highlighted above, some preliminary calculations have to be performed. First, we identify all output variables of all Web services that are available for this variant (outPool). Second, we identify all input transitions of all Web services that directly lead to the current planning state (adjInTrans). Note that for one Web service there is exactly one such transition, because the calculation bases on a variant. Third, we match all inputs of the identified input transitions with available outputs (CALCINPUTSSERVED). The correspondences for this matching are taken from the given, possible variable assignments (A). After creating the copy rules, we update the outPool locations in order to only contain all output variables that will be consumed at a later stage of the composition. We formally define this behavior below. Further detail must be omitted due to space constraints. and not ps = oldps do oldps := ps step do forall wsId ∈ ids(ps) adjInTrans(wsId) := { ( spre, I, spost 1 ) ∈ Rules : 
Copy rules and WSBPEL
In principle, there are multiple ways to generate executable code for our orchestration. For the specification of Web service orchestrations, the business process execution language (WSBPEL) is widely used today. Thus, one possibility could be the translation to a WSBPEL description. However, since WSBPEL follows a sequential programming paradigm, the transformation of our copy rules to WSBPEL is not straight forward. We do not give a solution to this, and leave this issue to future work. Instead, we generate ASMs representing the copy rules as described in Sect. 2 and execute them directly in an ASM execution environment. This is detailed in the second part of the following section.
Proof of concept
We are currently working on an implementation of the composition algorithm described before. In order to prove our ideas, we explain the functioning of the modules of the composer resulting in a set of copy rules based on the example given before (Sect. 4.1). In Sect. 4.2, we present the execution of the generated copy rules.
Composition
The first call of REACHVARIANT is triggered by REACHCOMPGOAL. The result is a set of copy rules that may lead the orchestration of the exemplary Web services to the primary goal pg 1 as defined above.
Now, we simulate the execution of the copy rules above. We find out that the first non-determinism occurs in Web service H after executing copyRule ps10 . The option is { ( U, requesting ), ( O, init ), ( H, failed ), ( N, init ) }. Subsequently, the reachable, allowed goals are rg 8 , rg 10 , rg 12 , rg 26 , rg 28 and rg 30 .
For a successful composition, it is required that at least one variant for each of the options can be successfully composed. Since the behavior of each Web service is represented as a tree in our example, the number of goals directly determines the number of variants. For our case, this means that at least one of the allowed goals must be successfully composable. Our algorithm finds out that composition might be possible only for rg 8 . We present the resulting copy rules below.
The simulation of the copy rules above reveals no more non-determinism.
Thus, we can continue our simulation of the original copy rules. The next non-deterministic option we find is
The allowed, reachable goals are rg 16 and rg 34 . From the goals, only rg 16 can be reached. We give the respective copy rules below.
Simulating the copy rules above yields no more nondeterminism. Thus, we continue the simulation of the original copy rules and find the last non-deterministic option ({ ( U, requesting ), ( O, found ), ( H, found ), ( N, failed ) }). The only reachable, allowed goal is rg 36 . We give the copy rules resulting from its composition below. The copy rules for this option do not contain any new non-determinism.
At this stage, our algorithm has ensured that the primary goal for the example (pg 1 ) could be reached and there exist deterministic resolutions for each non-deterministic deviation from the intended execution path to an allowed recovery goal. Therefore we can claim that the example is successfully composable. The copy rules our algorithm returns contain the copy rules for reaching the primary goal and all non-deterministic deviations from the intended path, i. e. all copy rules shown in this section.
Execution
In the last section, we have shown how our composition algorithm derives copy rules steering each possible execution of the orchestration to a desired successful or unsuccessful goal. With the information given above, we are now able to instantiate the ASM machines that carry out the execution of the Web services and the copy rules. Instead of connecting the ASMs INVOKEWEBSERVICE and RECEIVEDFROMWEBSERVICE to real Web service implementations, we generate output messages for each such call for demonstration purposes. In addition, every firing of the COPY machine generates a textual output as well.
The above mentioned ASMs are directly feed into the CoreASM 4 system [2] which is used for their execution. At each point of an non-deterministic reaction of any Web service, our implementation comes up with a message box letting the user perform the choice. The result of this execution is listed below and thus exemplarily shows the correctness of the generated copy rules.
Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we have described a composition algorithm that generates correct Web service compositions respecting user-defined primary and recovery business process composition goals. Primary and recovery goals are to our belief an essential property of collaborative business processes being not addressed by most work in the area of process composition [5] . We can thus only compare our work to the approach of Pistore et al., e. g. [4] , who inspired this notion. They use model checking on a combined FSM of all business processes involved leading to a state explosion for realistic examples. We hope to bypass this problem by analyzing the business process descriptions directly and restricting the business processes to loop-free trees in the beginning.
There are four aspects we plan to work on in the future. First, the mathematically founded definition of our algorithm should allow us to formally prove important properties of our algorithm, e. g. that the orchestrations generated are always correct with respect to our correctness definition. Second, we will finalize our initial ideas on a translation from copy rules to WSBPEL. Third, we will extend our composition algorithm for the handling of arbitrary acyclic graphs. We will also have a look into loop handling. And fourth, we will complete the implementation of the composition system which will allow us to compare its execution time to the performance of related approaches.
